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ABSTRACT 

Just 500 million speak English as native language ,but there are 2 billon use it as 

foreign language and for that English one of the most prevalent languages in the world. 

When someone thinks to learn any second language , first thing he thinks about is 

"HOW". He needs ways or a plan to start study English then it will be easy to learn ,in that’s 

research I'm going to explanation steps , doing interviewers with who teach and learn 

about how they study and what help them . We will discuss the reasons of failing in learing 

English, what are the best ways to learn English and the fastest ways to learn English for 

eather children or adults. Also we will answer question that some learner think it's difficult 

to learn English and see some statistics and theories. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

" Don't give up! English is not an easy language to learn, so you should celebrate when you meet 

milestones like carrying on an entire conversation " Tamsen Butler  

That was the best quotation I have ever read about learinig English. we need spur 

and cheer to be exiting and learn more , so never give up , without mistake you will not 

learn . Nothing easy but also nothing impossible just believe that you can do it , be happy 

when you do something tell your friend or family these will give you more feeling to learn . 

Literacy knowledge of English supports men and women to achieve successful 

professional development through the acquisition of knowledge, application of critical 
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thinking,  development of skills, talent, capabilities  and rational decision-making etc.  (1-

50). (Jo Ann Intili, Heide Wrigley, Ed Kissam and Jim Powrie) 

There are many ways to learn first of all , you should have a plan to study ,for example in 

that day you are going to learn 5 new words , after that some grammars …etc. Listen to any 

thing in English and it will be better if you listen to native speakers. 

Read a newspaper or story actually kids story is good thing because it has easy word , 

and try to write every word you learn that way will help you , use the word in a sentence 

these also help you to remember it's meaning . Change your computer  and mobile 

language , use your apps by English , tweet and write your comments in YouTube or 

instagram in English try to use what you learn in everything  you do. 

In library sometimes we see books for learn like speak English in week or learn English in 

view days they have good idea and information for learning English but it's impossible that 

you can learn all English language in that little time , so we can use it and take our time to 

learn not just a week or some days. 

Online courses are good way to learn and test yourself  also it will help you to listen and 

speak more with native speakers after that you will learn his accent very well. 

Many of us look to the grammar as the hardest part in learning English which is not 

correct , it will be easy ,you can write a sentence in past then present after that in future 

that’s a good way to use grammar and learn you can also write a short story after that , 

there is a lot of books and programs just to explain and teach grammar and it help , I read 

great thing about grammar let's see some : 

 "For some, doing grammar exercises can be a helpful way to learn those grammar rules. Others 

find that immersing themselves in the language allows them to obtain the skills needed without 

doing intense study. For many others, an approach that incorporates parts of both of these 

methods is most effective." 

By : Chad Buleen , The Best Ways to Learn English Grammar 

 "The most natural way to learn grammar is through talking" 

 "Grammar is the system of a language. People sometimes describe grammar as the “rules” of a 

language." 

Last thing you should have confidence when you talk and doing conversation , trust in 

your self don’t be shy or defeat if you do a mistake , without mistake we didn’t learn , fix it 

and continue. 
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Also continuously practice the language that’s the most  important thing we should 

do it when we learn and after , without that we will forget all what we learn. 

Those steps in fact help the adults people who are intermediate or advance and 

wants to learn English as a second language more than children, those are easy ways and 

you can learn it in any where.  

So after we see the steps or ways of how we learn , who you think can learn faster is 

it children or adults ? It is common that children have more appilty to learn than the adults. 

So the children will learn faster even if it's not important but the adults just learn what they 

see it important and they need it in their life . 

According to Krashen theory : "adults are faster language learners in the initial stages, 

but young children out-perform adults with more time. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

"Even people who do not have a natural talent for learning new languages can master 

English as long as they make a real effort and take the time to find opportunities to 

practice speaking, reading and writing in English ." Tamsen Butlre 

Nothing impossible when we try hard and have a real thing want to do it , maybe it's not 

come faster but it will come , don’t give up and your dreams will be true. 

 

III. SIGNIFICANCE OF RESEARCH 

 The research is highly important because Saudi students have low level in English 

language capabilities, because the education is not strong enough in schools, and most of 

them did not know how they can learn English . Current research is addressing factors of 

opportunities and barriers which would enlighten on ways and means for increasing 

learning depth of English language in speaking, writing, reading and listening. In today’s 

corporate world English is spoken worldwide. Since English is spoken in countries all over 

the world, learning the language greatly helps because the world's diverse communities are 

bridged, united and connected by one most power medium and that is the language of 

English. 
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IV.RESEARSH QUESTIONS 

How to learn English , what are the ways and how is that thing is important in our days ? 

I did interviews with ten different studnets and the questions were: 

1- Why do you want to learn English? 

Eight of them have almost same answer which was "Because English is spoken around the 

world now as the first language" and the rest said "English language is required for 

getting  jobs".    

2- Do you find any diffeculties in learing English? 

Six of them agreed that English language is hard to learn if it is not your mather language. 

Moreover, the rest of them mentioned the need of daily practicing.   

3- How do you improve your learning? 

It was consensus that media is the most important way to improve your language, in 

example (Books, TV, Newspaper and  social network).  

4- Is there any of your friends or family has excelant English language? 

All of them answered "yes" to this question. 

5- Have you ever been in a country that English is the spoken language and is it helpful? 

Four of them have been in a country that English is their mother language. In addition, all of 

the four agreed that it was helpful for improving their language by daily communication 

with native speakers. 

 

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

I will use the survey method to gather information on “Ways To Learning English”. I will 

use Questionnaires which would contain a list of questions providing comprehensive 

coverage on all the issues related to factors which act as opportunities and barriers to 

achieving good learning of English. 

I would research government and private schools, faculty members, departments in the 

Ministry of Education and focus on key decision makers in those departments to whom I 
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have been grated access to conduct personal interviews and distribution of questionnaires. 

Questionnaires listed in the survey would  focus to measure problems and challenges of  

reading and learning, instructional delivery, course diversity, subject content and depth . 

Secondary data sources relevant to the subject study will be  collected from the library and 

other external sources like personal interviews, international school websites and the 

Internet. 

 

VI.ETHICAL CONSIDERATION 

I will gather information, review and analyze them in an honest and fair manner. 

Information presented in the research would honestly and truly reflect the core issues of 

conflicts, problems and challenges that are encountered by English Language Learners in 

current educational environment. 

 

VII. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

The study results are based on the views, opinions and perceptions of the randomly 

selected respondents who are working in various professional capacities. This limits the 

scope of study’s reflections on the best means of learning English. Further research would 

be necessary to gather information for educational institutions in Western countries where 

English is used in everyday teaching to know what are the best means for improving 

language proficiency. Results obtained from current study should be supported with further 

research in specific direction of the core concepts that relate to “Ways To Learning English”. 

 

VIII. EXPECTED RESULTS 

 Results obtained from the research would be useful for the stakeholders in the 

education industry to bring about the required changes with positive focus in modifying 

current curriculum, instructional delivery methods, and adoption of innovative practices in 

educational environment and providing needed financial support to make dreams on 

learning perfect English to come true. 
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